Garrett County GT Program High School
Parent Nomination Form

Student’s Name_____________________
School____________________________
Grade_____ Parents’ Names____________________________________________

Circle “yes” or “no” in response to the following statements.

1. Asks reasons why; questions almost everything. yes no
2. Strives towards perfection. yes no
3. Is self-motivated in completing assigned tasks. yes no
4. Is self-confident in expressing views and in interacting with peers and adults. yes no
5. Is highly imaginative and offers original ideas in solving problems. yes no
6. Is self-driven in pursuing knowledge or completing tasks above and beyond assigned homework. yes no
7. Sets challenging individual goals and perseveres in attaining those goals over a long period of time. yes no
8. Concentrates intensely on activities for a long period of time. yes no

9. Provide examples of how your child has demonstrated leadership:
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________

10. Please describe your child’s creative pursuits:
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________

11. Please describe examples of how your child has displayed exceptional ability:
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________